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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a significant effort to identify high-risk plaques in vivo prior to acute events. While number of imaging modalities have been developed to identify morphologic characteristics of high-risk plaques, prospective natural-history observational studies suggest that vulnerability is not solely dependent on plaque morphology and likely involves additional contributing mechanisms. High wall shear stress (WSS) has recently been proposed as one possible causative factor, promoting the development of high-risk plaques. High WSS has been shown to induce specific changes in endothelial cell behavior, exacerbating inflammation and stimulating progression of the atherosclerotic lipid core. In line with experimental and autopsy studies, several human studies have shown associations between high WSS and known morphological features of high-risk plaques. However, despite increasing evidence, there is still no longitudinal data linking high WSS to clinical events. As the interplay between atherosclerotic plaque, artery, and WSS is highly dynamic, large natural history studies of atherosclerosis that include WSS measurements are now warranted. This review will summarize the available clinical evidence on high WSS as a possible etiological mechanism underlying high-risk plaque development.
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Introduction

Since the introduction of the high-risk plaque concept, there have been significant efforts to identify high-risk plaques in vivo prior to rupture. In recent years, number of invasive and non-invasive imaging modalities have been developed that are able to identify morphologic characteristics of high-risk plaque [1]. Nevertheless, prospective natural-history observational studies using these imaging technologies have consistently shown that not all plaques go through the rapid progression phase and few high-risk plaques will give rise to a clinical event [2–4]. These data suggest that plaque vulnerability is not solely dependent on plaque morphology and likely involves additional contributing mechanisms such as mechanical stress and strain [5,6]. High wall shear stress (WSS) has recently been proposed as one of the contributing factors to development high-risk plaques. The role of WSS in the initiation and progression of atherosclerosis at the molecular level has been extensively discussed in the literature [6,7]. This review will summarize the available clinical evidence on high WSS as a possible etiological mechanism underlying high-risk plaque development.

High-Risk Plaque

The morphology of high-risk plaques responsible for acute coronary syndromes (ACS) varies from thrombosis with or without coronary occlusion to sudden narrowing of the lumen from intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH). Plaque rupture is the most common cause of myocardial infarction and along with plaque erosion are primary plaque morphologies responsible for the development of intraluminal thrombosis and subsequent myocardial ischemia [8]. Eruptive calcified nodules are the less common cause of thrombosis [5]. While recent analyses suggest different etiologies for plaque rupture and plaque erosion [5,9,10], mechanisms of plaque rupture have been extensively studied and morphological features of rupture-prone plaques are well established (Table 1) [8]. No single morphological features have been identified for erosion-prone plaques; nevertheless, we know that eroded plaques with thrombosis are rarely calcified or associated with expansive remodeling, and show minimal inflammation [8,11]. Ruptured plaques are typically fibroatheromas (FAs), defined by their large lipid-rich necrotic core [12,13]. The necrotic core in ruptured plaques is comparatively larger than in non-ruptured FA [11]. Cholesterol crystal formation may also be evident, which is thought to augment the inflammatory response and promote plaque instability [14]. The overlying fibrous cap separates the thrombogenic necrotic core from the arterial lumen. The thickness of the fibrous cap adjacent to the site of rupture is <65μm [15], while the cap is often heavily infiltrated with inflammatory cells and exhibits fewer smooth muscle cells [11]. These cellular changes promote degradation of the collagen-rich cap matrix, resulting in cap thinning and eventually rupture [16]. Deeper within the plaque, cell death and necrotic core debris may act as a driver for the development of calcium phosphate spheres within the plaque, which appear to coalesce over time to form macroscopic calcified plates or nodules [17]. Small regions of microcalcification may also act to increase the tensile stress within the lesion or the cap itself, further increasing the likelihood of rupture [18,19]. Neovascularization is also frequently present, with these vessels arising from the adventitial vasa vasorum and their recruitment stimulated by the release of angiogenic factors from vascular smooth muscle cells [20]. The endothelium of these immature vessels has been shown to be leaky, providing an alternative mechanism for the entry of...
inflammatory cells, erythrocytes and plasma proteins into the plaque [21]. Additionally, neovessel rupture may result in IPH, resulting in rapid plaque expansion and promoting inflammation and necrotic core growth [22]. Finally, high-risk plaques frequently exhibit outward (or positive) vascular remodeling, defined as an expansion in the external elastic lamina when compared with the adjacent healthy arterial segment [23].

While our understanding of atherosclerotic plaque development is evolving, recent analysis of large clinical data has confirmed that plaques responsible for ACS have larger plaque and necrotic core volumes with greater expansive remodeling, compared with asymptomatic plaques [24]. A systematic literature review now points to clinical evidence of accelerated and rapid plaque growth prior to ACS. This initiates with slow intraluminal plaque growth and expansive remodeling (outward plaque growth) during which the lumen size stays relatively preserved. When plaque growth reaches the limit of expansive remodeling, accelerated intraluminal growth and narrowing ensues (Figure 1). It is postulated that intraplaque neovascularization with incompetent vessels that leak red blood cells at the borders of the necrotic core, IPH, and subclinical cycles of rupture and healing are mechanisms for this accelerated plaque growth and possibly total occlusion [5]. Luminal thrombus, plaque fissure, and IPH are the main factors contributing to the sudden increase in plaque size and luminal narrowing ultimately resulting in the onset of ACS [25].

High Wall Shear Stress

Under physiological conditions, atherosclerotic plaque is subject to mechanical loading due to pulsatile blood pressure and flow [26]. Studies have shown that mechanical stimuli can affect the bio-function of vascular endothelial [27] and smooth muscle cells [28], possibly contributing to the initialization and progression of atherosclerosis. Several animal and human studies in coronary and carotid arteries suggest a role for local hemodynamic factors, including WSS, in the evolution of atherosclerotic plaques [7,29–31]. Different flow patterns directly determine endothelial cell morphology, metabolism, and inflammatory phenotype through signal transduction and gene and protein expression [32]. Endothelial cells are capable of perceiving WSS as a mechanical signal, transmitting this into the cell interior, triggering serial cellular signaling responsible for gene expression and regulating the function of vascular smooth muscle cells [33].

At present, there is no consensus within human studies on the range of WSS and cut-off values that constitute low, intermediate (physiologic), and high WSS. In general, low WSS is typically represented by <10 dynes/cm² [34–37]. However, intermediate and high WSS values are less clearly defined. For years, WSS was categorized to only low and non-low (also called “high WSS” at the time). Based on this classification, there has been a consensus that low and/or oscillatory WSS results in atherosclerosis initiation and progression [32], and some investigators even proposed a role for low WSS in the development of high-risk plaque [30,38]. On the other hand, the so called “non-low or high WSS” was thought to be atheroprotective. In recent years, investigators categorized non-low WSS (previously called “high WSS”) to physiologic WSS and high WSS (higher than physiologic values); and have shown an emerging but somewhat controversial role for high WSS in development of high-risk plaque features. The interest in high WSS as a potential
pathological mechanism was driven by observational data showing a localized elevation of WSS on each plaque surface (top portion of the maximal stenosis) and that the location of focally elevated WSS was frequently matched with the plaque rupture site [39]. High WSS has been shown in experimental studies to induce specific changes in endothelial cell behavior, including modifying gene expression and expression of matrix metalloproteinases [40,41]. Such changes have potential to exacerbate inflammation and promote progression of the atherosclerotic lipid core [6,7,42]. In the carotid circulation, ulceration of carotid plaques, visible on angiography or on pathological examination, was seen most often in regions where WSS was highest [43] and the inflammatory burden was severe [44]. In line with the experimental and autopsy studies, longitudinal and cross-sectional human coronary and carotid studies have shown an increase in plaque necrotic core, calcium [35], and strain [45], development of expansive remodeling [35,46], presence of IPH [47], large necrotic core [34,46,48], a necrotic core in contact with the lumen [48], and napkin-ring sign [46] in areas exposed to high WSS. Meanwhile, some data show that WSS might not have the same role in development of plaque erosion as it has in the development of plaque rupture [9,10].

Our group was the first to compare plaque development characteristics in coronary segments with low, physiologic (intermediate) and high WSS (defined as <10 dynes/cm², 10–25 dynes/cm², and >25 dynes/cm², respectively) [35]. In this study, 20 patients with non-obstructive coronary artery disease on optimal medical therapy were investigated. At 6-month follow-up, areas with low WSS had plaque progression, compared to intermediate and high WSS, which exhibited overall plaque regression. Areas of high WSS were also noted to have greater progression of necrotic core (a trait also shared by areas of low WSS) and calcium (Figure 2A). High WSS further demonstrated regression of fibrous and fibrofatty tissue, which was possibly indicative of a transition to a more vulnerable plaque phenotype. Interestingly, in this study both low and high WSS arterial regions had similar increases in necrotic core, while only high WSS demonstrated increases in dense calcium and decrease in fibrous and fibrofatty tissue. We further showed that areas with combination of large plaque (>60% plaque burden), pathologic intimal thickening phenotype, and high WSS at baseline were more likely to develop an increase in necrotic core, a decrease in fibrofatty and fibrous tissue, and expansive remodeling at 6-month follow-up compared to areas with either of these characteristics alone, suggesting an incremental value of high WSS in predicting increased plaque vulnerability [49]. Gijsen et al. were the first to show an in vivo relationship between high WSS and plaque strain [45]. They measured plaque strain at baseline and follow up, as a marker of the change in plaque composition, in 8 human coronary arteries from 7 patients referred for coronary interventions. Plaques were divided to upstream, throat, shoulder and downstream regions and IVUS-derived computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and palpography were used for WSS calculation and plaque strain analysis. The authors found a significant increase in plaque strain in those plaque regions exposed to highest tertile of WSS (average 39.3±15.3 dynes/cm²) at baseline indicating that those plaque regions became softer (and presumably more vulnerable) overtime. From 17 studied plaques, 12 showed a positive relationship between WSS and change in plaque strain (Figure 2B). Using reconstructions of 10 coronary arteries divided into 865 cross-sections (average of median value of WSS per cross-sectional area 40 46 dynes/cm²), Wentzel et al. showed that plaques residing in areas with above the median WSS value were associated with
increased necrotic core and higher frequency of necrotic core contact with the lumen when compared with plaques residing in areas with less than the median WSS \[48\]. This conclusion is in line with the findings published by Gijsen et al \[50\] demonstrating that upstream, shoulder, and throat regions of a plaque had higher WSS values (25.5 8.9, 20.7 9.8, and 23.2 11.1 dynes/cm\(^2\), respectively) compared to the downstream segments (6.7 3.5 dynes/cm\(^2\)). In that study, WSS was categorized as low, intermediate, or high based on the tertiles. They found that an increase in WSS correlated with an increase in radial strain (a marker for plaque structural integrity), suggesting that plaque segments exposed to high WSS were structurally weaker, and therefore more prone to rupture. In a recent cross-sectional study of 80 patients with suspected or known coronary artery disease, using coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA)-derived CFD and WSS calculation (HeartFlow™ Analysis, HeartFlow Inc, Redwood City, California, USA), Park et al. investigated local hemodynamic characteristics within stenotic lesions (stenosis >30% by visual estimation) divided into minimal lumen area (MLA) (3 mm length) and relative upstream and downstream segments \[46\]. In this study, compared to segments with lowest (<55.8 dyne/cm\(^2\)) and middle (55.8–111.9 dyne/cm\(^2\)) tertiles of WSS, segments with highest tertile of WSS (>111.9 dyne/cm\(^2\)) had a significantly greater proportion of plaques with high-risk features including low-density plaque, napkin-ring sign and expansive remodeling while spotty calcification was not observed in the lowest tertile of WSS at all. An interesting finding of this study was that while overall higher WSS was associated with higher odds ratio of high-risk plaques, the odds ratio of high-risk plaques increased at both extremes of WSS with the lowest odds ratio at around WSS of \approx 40 dyne/cm\(^2\). The markedly higher absolute values of WSS in this study (range \approx 0 to 500 dynes/cm\(^2\)) compared to other human coronary studies however should be interpreted with caution since the WSS calculation was based on multiple assumptions used in the HeartFlow™ Analysis and not based on the patient-specific invasively measured velocity.

While the above discussed studies provide evidence linking high WSS to high-risk plaque, not all studies have shown consistent results. The PREDICTION study is the largest cohort to describe the effects of WSS and vascular characteristics on plaque progression \[36\]. IVUS and angio-derived CFD and WSS calculation was done in 3 vessels of 374 high-risk patients presented with ACS (~60% STEMI). Each artery was divided into relatively large 3-mm segments. Stone et al. studied selected 15mm segments which had a discrete narrowing (throat) in the middle of the segment at baseline and luminal narrowing (>0.1mm\(^2\)) in both upstream and downstream segments at 6- to 10-month follow-up. Tertiles of WSS in those selected 3mm segments (10 dynes/cm\(^2\) and 17 dynes/cm\(^2\)) were used to define low, moderate and high WSS. The main finding of this study was that the lower baseline WSS was an independent predictor of higher plaque burden and smaller lumen at follow-up. In line with our previous findings, they also found that segments with baseline high WSS showed a reduction in both plaque area and plaque burden as well as an increase in lumen area at follow-up. While the values of WSS and plaque burden at the throat or the highest value of WSS in the 3mm segment were not reported, 73% of throat segments had high WSS at baseline (much higher than upstream and downstream segments) (Figure 4). Interestingly, the authors only assessed the relationship between downstream WSS and luminal narrowing at the throat, reporting that lower baseline WSS downstream to the throat was associated
with worsening of luminal narrowing at the throat at follow-up. Therefore, the relationship between WSS at the throat and progression of luminal narrowing (and plaque burden) at the same location in this study is unknown. While this study is the only human study with clinical outcomes, the number of events were too few during the 1-year follow-up, leaving the trial underpowered to detect an association between WSS and clinical events and potentially high-risk plaques. In line with previous large studies, this study showed that the large plaque size at baseline was the most powerful predictor of increased plaque burden and worsening of clinically relevant luminal obstructions needing revascularization at follow-up. In a recently published cross-sectional study, optical coherence tomography (OCT)-derived CFD and plaque analysis was done in 30 patients with stable angina or ACS [51]. WSS was classified into low (≤25th percentile), moderate (between 25th and 75th percentiles), and high (≥75 percentile) based on the distribution of WSS values in each artery. While there is no information on the plaque size and number of FA in each WSS category, the authors showed that FA in low WSS segments had thinner fibrous cap compared with high WSS. Additionally, FA in low WSS segments were predominantly thin-cap FA (TCFA), while those FA in high WSS segments were predominantly thick-cap FA (ThCFA). The fact that low and high WSS in this study were relative to the distribution of WSS in each artery makes it difficult to compare the findings of this study with other studies using commonly used or at least known cutoff values for WSS. In another cross-sectional study, OCT-derived CFD and plaque analysis was done in 21 patients presenting with ACS [37]. Each coronary artery was divided into sequential 3 mm segments and only nonculprit segments without significant stenosis were analyzed (total of 146 segments). In this study, segments with low WSS (<10 dynes/cm²) had higher prevalence of lipid-rich plaques and TCFA than segments with non-low (“higher”) WSS (≥10 dynes/cm²). Also, considering the limitations of OCT in quantification of macrophage density [52], they showed that lipid plaques in segments with low WSS had thinner fibrous cap and higher macrophage density. While the authors state that “normal WSS” is assumed to be between 10 and 25 dynes/cm² and high WSS more frequently occurs at the throat of a stenosis, they divided WSS to low and non-low only and therefore reported the results for the combined normal and high WSS segments. More importantly, segments with “significant stenosis” (>40% area stenosis) were excluded from the analysis resulting in the relatively low median WSS value of 7.4 (IQR, 4.4–12.3) dynes/cm², a very high prevalence of segments with low WSS (66%) and presumably very low prevalence of segments with high WSS (if any at all) in the study. Nevertheless, the clinical relevance of small plaques with thin fibrous cap is not well established [4].

The inconsistency between the findings of studies investigating the role of WSS in development of atherosclerosis has been shown in a systematic review and is mainly derived from differences in patient population, study duration, definitions, methodologies (CFD methods, side branch inclusions, velocity measurements, etc.), and endpoints [27,53]. Overall, it seems that the few studies [36,37,51] that failed to show an association between high WSS and high-risk plaques or showed an association between low WSS and features of high-risk plaques suffered from two common limitations: 1) dividing segments to only low and non-low WSS (no separation of high from normal/intermediate WSS) and/or 2) lack or limited number of segments with significant disease and therefore limited number of segments with high WSS. While the interplay between atherosclerotic plaque, artery, and
WSS seems to be very dynamic and the exact mechanism of rapid plaque progression and triggers of expansive remodeling as well as the role of WSS in these processes is unclear, it is possible that both extremes of WSS (lower and higher than normal/physiologic WSS) are associated with high-risk plaque features at different phases of atherosclerotic plaque development. Nevertheless, the studies discussed above all have a consistent finding; the presence of higher WSS at the throat of the stenosis compared with both the upstream and downstream arterial segments. The dominance of high WSS and almost nonexistence of low WSS in the throat of relatively large plaques simply demonstrates the coexistence of high WSS with advanced atherosclerosis. While it is established that peak WSS increases with advanced plaque progression as a result of a narrower lumen [54], it is very well possible that high WSS has distinct effects on plaque progression and arterial remodeling during different phases of plaque development (early vs. advanced plaques). On one hand, it is believed that expansive remodeling is an adaptive response to elevated WSS, restoring WSS to a more physiological range and thus preserving luminal dimensions [55]. On the other hand, when inward progression of the plaque starts, subsequent plaque enlargement and lumen narrowing result in abnormally high values of WSS. It is possible that while some arteries manage to restore WSS to physiological values through expansive remodeling, the others fail and therefore continue having high WSS and expansive remodeling, possibly resulting in rapid plaque progression. Finally, it is difficult to know if the calculated high WSS at these locations is the result of the change in geometry and velocity affecting the calculation of WSS or high WSS is part of the numerous pathological changes resulting in development of these large plaques with features of high-risk or rupture-prone plaques.

**High WSS and Individual Characteristics of High-Risk Plaque**

**a) High WSS and Intraplaque Hemorrhage**

Intra-plaque hemorrhage is frequently observed in culprit plaques responsible for an ischemic clinical event, particularly in the carotid arteries [56]. As previously stated, IPH is thought to develop from rupture of a neovessel within the plaque, although plaque fissuring and associated incorporation of a non-occlusive thrombus has been hypothesized as an alternative mechanisms to IPH development [57]. The relationship between WSS and IPH was first shown in a serial imaging study of a carotid plaque, with a higher volume of IPH associated with high WSS [58]. High WSS at baseline was associated with subsequent ulceration at follow-up imaging. The relationship between WSS and IPH was further explored in a relatively large cross-sectional study in 93 carotid arteries of 74 asymptomatic participants from the Rotterdam Study who underwent magnetic resonance imaging for CFD simulations and plaque composition assessment [47]. The investigators found a relationship between higher maximum WSS and the presence of IPH and calcification, independent of plaque thickness, age, and sex. However, it is still unclear whether these observations represent a causative mechanism. WSS is known to become increased with progressive degrees of luminal stenosis and studies in carotid arteries have shown a clear link between stenosis severity and IPH [59]. Further longitudinal observational studies assessing the predictors of IPH are therefore required.
b) High WSS and Necrotic Core

Although human studies are few, the available evidence suggests a link between high WSS and plaque lipid accumulation. As discussed above, in addition to the study by Wetzel et al. [48] which showed a cross-sectional association between higher WSS and larger necrotic lipid core as well as increased necrotic core in contact with the lumen, two longitudinal studies investigated this relationship. Gijsen et al. [45] found a significant increase in plaque strain at 6-month follow-up in regions with high WSS at baseline, indicating that these regions got ‘softer’ overtime and therefore likely to have increased lipid deposition. Our group was the first to demonstrate a relationship between baseline high WSS and increase in necrotic core at 6-month follow-up using virtual-histology intravascular ultrasound (VH-IVUS) [35]. We also found a cross-sectional relationship between high WSS and larger plaques as well as larger necrotic cores in another study of 27 patients [34]. Of note, while several studies have shown high predictive accuracies for VH-IVUS compared to ex vivo human coronary histology [60,61] and in vivo directional coronary atherectomy specimens [62], one potential limitation of studies using VH-IVUS is that the presence of dense calcium may induce an artificial coding representing necrotic core in the adjacent tissue. Although these studies require further confirmation in larger patient cohorts, they suggest that high (or supraphysiological) WSS may be a determinant of increased lipid (necrotic core) accumulation, a known ‘high-risk’ plaque characteristic.

c) High WSS and Large Plaque

Multiple studies have shown that the predominant WSS found in segments with large plaque is the high WSS. In an analysis of patients with non-obstructive coronary artery disease, two-thirds of the segments within large plaques (plaque burden ≥40%) had high WSS, while only 4% of these segments had low WSS. In addition, there was a significant positive linear relationship between WSS and plaque burden in larger plaques (plaque burden ≥46%) [34] (Figure 3). In the previously mentioned longitudinal study of human coronary arteries, segments with high WSS had sufficient plaque burden (45.5±15.9%) at baseline to cause blood flow acceleration and elevated WSS without being flow limiting (as determined by fractional flow reserve) [35]. In line with these studies, another group found that WSS was significantly higher in stenotic segments (stenosis >30% by visual estimation) than non-stenotic segments (39.5% of stenotic segments were exposed to WSS >40 dyne/cm²) and WSS had the highest value in MLA location compared to upstream and downstream locations [46]. These findings are however not indicative of causal relationship between high WSS and larger plaques.

d) High WSS and Arterial Remodeling

The relationship between high WSS and arterial expansive remodeling is more controversial than other high-risk plaque characteristics, with human studies reporting inconsistent results. In 12 patients with 6-month follow-up, Stone et al. observed a plaque progression and expansive (positive) static remodeling in regions with baseline low WSS, consistent with the results observed in animal models [63]. Interestingly, in a study of 13 patients with 8-month follow-up, the same group later showed that baseline low WSS regions were associated with plaque progression but constrictive static remodeling [64]. Following this, our group
investigated the relationship between baseline low and high WSS and serial remodeling over 6 months [35]. Consistent with the results of the more recent study by Stone et al., constrictive serial remodeling was observed more frequently in low WSS regions. We also found for the first time that regions with baseline high WSS develop more excessive expansive (positive) serial remodeling compared to low and intermediate WSS regions. In line with our findings, a recently published cross-sectional study by Park et al., found greater proportion of plaques with expansive (positive) static remodeling in segments with the highest tertile of WSS compared to segments with lowest and middle tertiles of WSS [46].

e) High WSS and Plaque Structural Stress

Plaque structural stress (PSS) has been proposed as a potential mechanism for plaque rupture, occurs when intra-plaque stress exceeds the material strength of the overlying fibrous cap. High PSS has been observed in areas of plaque rupture in histological studies [65–67] and in vivo carotid studies have found PSS to be higher in patients presenting with symptoms of cerebral ischemia [68]. In addition, VH-IVUS-based PSS is shown to be higher in TCFAs as compared to ThCFAs and also in patients presenting with ACS as compared to stable angina [69]. In a relatively large longitudinal study, non-culprit lesions at baseline responsible for clinical events at follow-up at high-risk regions (i.e. plaque burden ≥50% and TCFa) showed significantly higher PSS compared to controls [19]. Furthermore, PSS improved the ability of VH-IVUS to predict clinical events in high-risk plaques, further implicating the role of PSS in the pathophysiology of plaque rupture. High WSS may also be involved in this process, acting in combination with PSS to promote plaque failure, as arterial regions that demonstrate high WSS are also associated with higher PSS. It is therefore possible that plaque rupture in high-risk coronary regions occurs when PSS and WSS exceed a critical threshold.

Summary

There is increasing evidence from both cross-sectional and longitudinal human studies to suggest that high WSS is frequently associated with high-risk plaque features. However, the role of WSS as a trigger for rapid plaque progression and expansive remodeling remains unclear and there remains ongoing debate as to whether changes in WSS magnitude are the driving force or consequential effect of atherosclerotic disease progression. Most importantly there is still insufficient data linking high WSS to the development of hard clinical events, including myocardial infarction. Large natural history studies of atherosclerosis in humans that include WSS measurements are now warranted.
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Figure 1.
Possible mechanism for rapid plaque progression before myocardial infarction (from Ahmadi et al. [24] with permission)
Figure 2.
A) Change in plaque composition in low, intermediate, and high WSS segments over 6 months. WSS: wall shear stress (from Samady et al. [35]). B) Change in plaque strain in tertiles of WSS over 6 months. (# denotes that change is significantly different from zero at a p <0.05 level) (Reprinted from EuroIntervention 7/1, Gijsen et al., High shear stress induces a strain increase in human coronary plaques over a 6-month period, 121–127 [45], Copyright (2011), with permission from Europa Digital & Publishing).
Figure 3.
A) Percent of segments with low WSS (<10 dynes/cm²) within the lesions and proximal to and distal to lesions. B) Percent of segments with high WSS (≥25 dynes/cm²) within the lesions and proximal to and distal to lesions (*P value: the GLIMMIX procedure in SAS did not converge when fitting the statistical model for Figure 3B. Convergence was achieved when lesion and distal were consolidated into one category). C) Association between WSS and quartiles of plaque burden. The range of plaque burden in each quartile is shown in brackets (Error bars are 1 standard error). WSS: wall shear stress (from Eshtehardi et al. [34]).
Figure 4.
Baseline WSS patterns along the course of a coronary artery obstruction. The 3 WSS categories (low <10 dynes/cm²; moderate, 10–17 dynes/cm²; high >17 dynes/cm²) in the bar graph were derived from the terciles of the WSS frequency distribution in 3-mm segments.
NC: necrotic core; WSS: wall shear stress (modified from Stone et al. [36] with permission).
Table 1
Features of rupture-prone plaques (modified from Falk et al. [8]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large plaque size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large necrotic core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrous cap covering the necrotic core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin (thickness usually (&lt; 65 \mu m))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many macrophages (inflammation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Few smooth muscle cells (apoptosis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expansive remodeling preserving the lumen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neovascularization from vasa vasorum (angiogenesis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraplaque hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventitial/perivascular inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotty calcification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>